Safety Equipment and First Aid
Best Practices Program

This program has been developed for McOpCo and Owner/Operator locations as part of an initiative to better communicate safe practices and enhance restaurant safety and security system wide.

BURN PREVENTION

Fryer Gloves—Black 21"
Item# 1421 (S), # 1408 (Regular)
Common use: Worn while cleaning and filtering fryers.
Fryer Glove Hygiene Liner disposable polyethylene, 19”, Box of 100 each ambidextrous gloves
Item# 1309

Fryer Gloves—Black 18"
Item# 1646 (S), # 1647 (M), # 1648 (L)
Common use: Worn while cleaning and filtering fryers.
Replacement Liner (1 pair)
Item# 1649 (S), # 1650 (M), # 1651 (L)
Common use: Replaces fryer glove liners to extend life of gloves.

QuickKlean Fryer Gloves
Blue 5 finger 24"
Item# 4004
Common use: Worn while cleaning and filtering fryers.

Face Shields
Disposable (Pack of 5)
Item# 5471
Common use: Worn while handling hot or hazardous liquids (e.g. filtering fryer, cleaning with chemicals).

Grill Gloves—Blue Rubber, Grill Cleaning, 14"
Item# 4451 (S), # 4434 (M), # 4433 (L), # 4452 (XL)
Common use: Worn while cleaning grills to prevent steam and contact burns.

Oven Mitt—Safety Chef, Washable, 15"
Item# 1662
Common use: Worn while transporting hot items.
Replacement Liner Item# 1665
Common use: Replaces fryer glove liners to extend life of gloves.

Safety Station Equipment Rack
6" x 18"
Item# 3007
Common use: For personal protection.

Safety Goggles
Indirect vent
Item# 5133
Common use: Worn while cleaning with chemicals.

Dishwashing/Chemical Cleaning Gloves 19"
Item# 1409 (S), # 1410 (L)
Common use: Worn while using cleaning chemicals.

No Account Set-up Required!
As an owner/operator or McOpCo location you are set-up, approved and ready to order.

Order via SPENDSMART or call Front Line at 800-538-4555
**CUT PREVENTION**

**Cut-Resistant Box Gloves (1 pair)**
Item# 1606 (S), # 1607 (M), # 1605 (L),
Common use: Worn to help protect hands when opening and stocking boxes. NOT FOR USE IN FOOD PREP.

**Box Cutting Storage Station**
Item# 3009
Mounts easily to wire racking in storage area.
Common use: To store Cut-Resistant Box Gloves and Safety Box Cutter when not in use. Gloves & Cutter Sold Separately.

**The Raze Safety Box Cutter (pack of 6)**
Item# 5634
Common use: To remove box tops.

**Raze Safety Bag Cutter (pack of 3) Disposable**
Item# 5448
Common use: To cut open plastic bags.

**Trash Removal Gloves**
**Puncture and cut-resistant**
Item# 1545 (S), # 1546 (M), # 1547 (L), # 1548 (XL)
Common use: Worn to help prevent injuries while handling trash.

**SLIP/FALL PREVENTION**

**Step Ladder**
**2 step, Type 1A**
Item# 9411
Common use: To help reach shelves.
Replacement Feet— (1 pair) Item# 6438 (front), # 6439 (rear)

**"A" Frame Ladder**
**Fiberglass, 6', Type 1A**
Item# 9777
Common use: To reach shelves and ceilings.

**Wet Floor Cone**
**Recommended 36.5" height**
4 sided, English/Spanish
Item# 3543
Common use: To warn of wet floors.

**Mighty Mat**
**Non-slip, non-skid mat for kitchen areas.**
Item# 9419
Common use: Placed at sink, ice bin, freezer/cooler to prevent slips/falls.

**Floor Tape—Non-Skid, 4" x 36" (steps/freezer floors)**
Item# 5197
Common use: Placed on floor areas where mats can not reach to help prevent slips.

**Kitchen Transition Mat— 3’ x 5’**
Non-slip, anti-curl, super absorbent
Item# 9484
Common use: Placed between kitchen and customer areas to help keep grease and water out of the dining room for cleaner and safer floors.

**ABCO Grease Beater Mop System—Conversion Kit**
Item# 06635
Includes Items # 6760, # 6761, # 6762, # 6763, # 6754 (2), # 6755 (2), # 6756, # 6757, # 6752, # 6753, # 6750 (2), # 6751, # 6780, # 6758, # 6759
- Mop Head—Grease Beater: Item# 6750 (blue), # 6751 (red)
- Floor Squeegee Head: Item# 6752 (blue), # 6753 (red)
- Handle Universal—54": Item# 6754 (blue), # 6755 (red)
- Deck Brush Head: Item# 6756 (blue), # 6757 (red)
- Dual Bucket (only): Item# 6760 (blue), # 6761 (red)
- Down Press Wringer (only): Item# 6762 (blue), # 6763 (red)
- Tool Flex – Tool Holder: Item# 6770
- Angle Broom Heads: Item# 6758 (blue), # 6759 (red)
- 48” Metal Broom Handle: Item# 6780 (1 included in kit)

**Entrance/Drink Station Mat**
Non-slip, anti-curl, super absorbent
Item# 9301C (3’ x 5’ charcoal), # 9301B (3’ x 5’ brown),
# 9302C (3’ x 10’ charcoal), # 9302B (3’ x 10’ brown)
Common use: Placed at entrance and drink station to help keep water and dirt off floors for a cleaner and safer restaurant.

Order via SPENDSMART or call Front Line at 800-538-4555
**EXTERIOR SAFETY**

**Traffic Cone**  
Parking lot, Reflective, 28”  
Item# 3441  
Common use: To help direct traffic and warn of hazards.

**Roof Rake**  
Item# 6592  
Common use: Used to remove snow from roof to help prevent ice from forming.

**Drive-thru Traffic Cone**  
Item# 3400  
Common use: Used to help direct traffic in drive-thru and prevent vehicles from leaving/entering the lane.

**SIGNS/POSTERS**

**Carbon Dioxide Alert**  
# 3325

**Not An Exit**  
# 3317

**CO2 Warning Sign**  
Common use: Placed on wall near CO2 tanks and in employee areas.

**Not an Exit Sign**  
Common use: Placed on all doors not leading to outside or not intended for daily use.

**Fire Extinguisher Sign**  
Common use: Placed high on wall above fire extinguisher to be seen easily from across the room.

**Be Secure/Admit Only Sign**  
Bilingual  
Common use: Placed on back door.

**Store Nothing In Front of Power Panels**  
Sign, Bilingual  
Common use: Placed on wall near, not on, power panels.

**Deliveries Only**  
Sign, Bilingual  
Common use: Placed on wall near, not on, power panels.

**CO2 Warning Sign**  
Common use: Placed on wall near CO2 tanks and in employee areas.

**Not an Exit Sign**  
Common use: Placed on all doors not leading to outside or not intended for daily use.

**Fire Extinguisher Sign**  
Common use: Placed high on wall above fire extinguisher to be seen easily from across the room.

**Be Secure/Admit Only Sign**  
Bilingual  
Common use: Placed on back door.

**Store Nothing In Front of Power Panels**  
Sign, Bilingual  
Common use: Placed on wall near, not on, power panels.

**Exhaust Fans Must Be On**  
Sign, Bilingual  
Common use: Placed on wall in seating area.

**Choking Prevention Poster**  
Bilingual  
Common use: Placed in cash drawer to discourage large bills.

**CAUTION**  
Nothing Stored Within 3 Feet Of Power Panels

**NOTICE**  
Employee Power Cut-Off Aviso

**Emergency Power Cut Off Designation**  
Sign, Bilingual  
Common use: Placed on wall to identify emergency power cutoff.

**Think—Keep Locked Always**  
Sign, Bilingual  
Common use: Placed on back door.

**Employees Must Wash Hands**  
Sign, Bilingual  
Common use: Placed on wall near sinks.

**Bill Blocker**  
Common use: Placed in cash drawer to discourage large bills.

---

Order via **SpendSmart** or call Front Line at 800-538-4555
**GENERAL SAFETY**

**Safety Ice Bucket**  
(Ice only bucket)  
Item# 6068  
Common use: To safety transport ice in a single-use sanitary container.

**Gas Main Shutoff Wrench with Identification Station**  
Item# 3020KIT  
# 6547 (Replacement Wrench Gas Main Shutoff Station)  
Common use: Placed in unused electrical outlets to prevent shock.

**Electrical Outlet Protectors**  
(pack of 12)  
Item# 5408

**Counterfeit Bill Detector Pen**  
Item# 9553  
Common use: To help identify counterfeit bills.

**Flashlight**  
Emergency, Auto On  
Item# 6013  
Common use: To help see in power failure or dark areas.

**Front Line now has East, West, and Central Regional Distribution Centers to serve you better!**

---

**FIRST AID**

**Front Line Value Kit**

**OSHA and McDonald’s Compliant**

- Bandages, Blue, 1” x 3” — 100/Box  
  Item# 2001  
- Bandages, Blue, Knuckle — 40/Box  
  Item# 2202  
- Bandages, Blue, Fingertip — 25/Box  
  Item# 2003  
- Antiseptic Cleansing Wipes — 10/Box  
  Item# 2205  
- Bandage, Gauze Roll, 2”  
  Item# 2504  
- Pads, Gauze, 3” x 3” — 10/Box  
  Item# 2208  
- Pad, Trauma, 5” x 9”  
  Item# 2541  
- Scissors, Nickel Plated 4-1/2”  
  Item# 2403  
- Bandage, Triangular Sling, 40”  
  Item# 2039  
- First Aid Guide Booklet, AMA  
  Item# 2006  
- Gloves, Vinyl, 2 Pair  
  Item# 2202  
- Tweezers, Stainless Steel 3”  
  Item# 2003  
- Tape, First Aid, Cloth — Tri Cut to 1”, 5/8”, 3/8” x 5yd  
  Item# 2018  
- Ice Pack  
  Item# 2177  
- First Aid Burn Cream — 10/Box  
  Item# 2044  
- CPR Face Mask Kit  
  Item# 2276

**Complete First Aid Kit**  
Item# 2810  
**Complete First Aid Kit Refill (No Box)**  
Item# 2808  
**First Aid Organization and Restocking Guide** (placed inside cover)  
Item# 2809

**Smart Compliance Kit**

**OSHA and McDonald’s Compliant**

- Bandages, Blue, 1” x 3” — 25/Box  
  Item# 2621  
- Bandages, Blue, Knuckle — 20/Box  
  Item# 2622  
- Bandages, Blue, Fingertip — 20/Box  
  Item# 2623  
- Antiseptic Cleansing Wipes — 10/Box  
  Item# 2628  
- Bandage, Gauze Roll, 2”  
  Item# 2626  
- Pads, Gauze, 3” x 3” — 10/Box  
  Item# 2625  
- Pad, Trauma, 5” x 9”  
  Item# 2627  
- Scissors, Nickel Plated 4-1/2”  
  Item# 2633  
- Bandage, Triangular Sling, 40”  
  Item# 2624  
- First Aid Guide Booklet, AMA  
  Item# 2635  
- Gloves, Vinyl, 2 Pair  
  Item# 2631  
- Tweezers, Stainless Steel 3”  
  Item# 2634  
- Tape, First Aid, Cloth 1” x 5yd  
  Item# 2632  
- Gel, Burn Relief — 6/Box  
  Item# 2630  
- First Aid Burn Cream — 10/Box  
  Item# 2629  
- Ice Pack  
  Item# 2636  
- CPR Face Mask Kit  
  Item# 2637

**Front Line now has East, West, and Central Regional Distribution Centers to serve you better!**

---

**Order via**  
SPENDSMART or call Front Line at 800-538-4555